Sermon for Ascension Day 2019

Mrs Linda West LLM

Readings: 	Acts 1.1-11, page 1092 Pew Bible; 
	Luke 24.44-end, page 1062 Pew Bible.

Theme:	Be prepared; keep doing

‘Be prepared’ and ‘keep doing’. Two mottos many of us will be very familiar with.
‘Be prepared’ is, of course, the motto of the Scouts and Guides which many of us will
remember from our youth. ‘Keep doing’ is the motto of the cruise and holiday
company which specialises in keeping the over-50s on the move.

So what have these mottos to do with Ascension Day? Well, they were the two phrases which came to mind when I looked at tonight’s readings.

But first, what did actually happen at Ascension?  

It is now 40 days since we celebrated Christ’s rising from the dead. Christ used those 40 days between the two festivals we now celebrate, firstly to make several appearances to his followers to assure them that he really was alive and that it was not their imagination. Secondly, he used that time to prepare them for his departure and to make sure that they understood all that he had taught them during the previous three years.

He then took them out of Jerusalem to the mountainous region of Bethany and
disappears in a cloud, but not before he had assured them that they would not be
alone but that the Holy Spirit would come to comfort them and guide them – to help
them ‘keep doing’. They were to go back and wait in Jerusalem.

We could spend hours debating what Jesus’s risen body was like, what the cloud
was like and whether Jesus flew upwards. But I think that would just deflect us from
noting the important thing that ‘the cloud that received Christ upon his ascension was
not merely a cloud of condensed vapour but was a symbol of the Shekinah glory
which represents the glorious presence of God’ (Wycliffe, page 1125). It was like the
cloud which used to hover over the tent containing the ark in the days that God
spoke to Moses in the wilderness.  And Jesus is there on high, living with his Father blessing us as he does. We are reminded in the words of the anthem our joint choirs will sing later (I summarise) that the Lord has triumphed and lives as King with his father; he has conquered death, we can sing with adoration to our Priest who has gone before to pour grace on his
church and that he will live for ever.

But it doesn’t end there. At the end of the Bible, in Revelation, we are told that Christ
will come again in this Shekinah glory and that then ‘heaven and earth will finally be
joined together as one’ (Tom Wright, page 300).

In the meantime, there is work to do. We don’t know when that glorious day will be –
we’ve become complacent because we’ve waited 2000 years, but it could be any
time so we have to carry out Christ’s instructions to his disciples, repeated in our
service leaflets tonight ‘Therefore go and make disciples of all nations’ (Matt 28.19).
Unlike the disciples, who had to wait another 10 days for the Holy Spirit to come to
guide them, we already have the Holy Spirit so there is no reason why we shouldn’t
get on with the job of ‘keeping doing’ now as we converse with people this evening
or going about our daily lives tomorrow and beyond.

But we can take good examples from the disciples and this is where our other motto
comes in. We need to ‘be prepared’. Christ had prepared the disciples as much as
he could, but the first thing they did after his departure was to carry on with preparing
by worshipping Jesus. And we are told that they continued to go and worship in the
Temple every day.

Worship is a really important part of our preparation to go and make disciples.
We’ve all met people who say ‘I can be a Christian just as well without going to
church’. But they miss out. We don’t quite understand what happens as we meet
together, sing hymns, recite the liturgy, listen to the Bible and sermons, and say
prayers together, but from it all we receive a strength that is indefinable – the
strength of the Holy Spirit to go out and ‘keep doing’.

We also receive this strength both collectively and individually in many other ways.
As a benefice we are all being encouraged to form ‘holy habits’ that will prepare us to
live out the Christian gospel and do the work Christ has chosen for us. Worship is
part of that and we have already looked at the importance of understanding the
scriptures as a holy habit. We need to read what Jesus said about himself in the
gospels and go back to the references in the Old Testament which explain the
background.

This month our holy habit has been prayer. Something we all need to do every day,
whether alone or with others. Today is also the start of the ‘Thy Kingdom Come 10
days of prayer’, set up by the Archbishop of Canterbury. We are all being encouraged
to spend more time in prayer during these 10 days leading to Pentecost and we must
encourage others to come into our churches and enjoy the experience of prayer.
Though, of course, we don’t need to be in church to pray – we can pray anywhere.
These holy habits are all ways in which we can ‘be prepared’ to ‘keep doing’ the
work Christ has given us to do to go and make disciples.

Here at Holy Trinity, we are taking part in the Partnership for Missional Church to
help us discern how God would have us carry out that command in our parish. God
has helped us to notice the stress and time-pressures within our communities. We
see that what we need to do is to stop, find peace, and share that with others in our
daily lives. We are currently seeking God’s guidance as to how we are to achieve
this.

In Chalfont St Giles I gather that, as part of the Thy Kingdom Come period of prayer,
you are having a special prayer day on 6 June – a really great way to prepare for
God’s work. These are ways we are working as churches to be prepared, keep doing and go and make disciples.

Often, we are called to do this as individuals as well. So how do we prepare for this?
It is with the same tools of preparation that we go about making disciples as a
church. Often, if we find ourselves, suddenly asked a question, the most useful final
preparation is a quick arrow prayer to the Holy Spirit for guidance. But that needs to
be founded on the holy habits we have already talked about.

In Acts 1.8 Jesus says that his disciples will be his witnesses first in Jerusalem, then
in all Judea and Samaria, and then to the ends of the earth. In the early centuries of
Christianity, it was amazing how quickly the gospel spread and I sometimes
wondered how. I had an insight into this when we went to Turkey some years ago. I
noticed that outside all the cafes on the roads between cities were groups of men
chatting. I then realised, that the gospel probably spread in much the same way by
disciples stopping off for refreshments and chatting about the gospel to the locals. I
wonder how good we are at ‘chatting’ about the gospel to those we meet in our daily
travels?

The gospel has spread throughout the world, but sadly many have turned away from
it and we need to reclaim the world for Christ. So we need to start right here in our
benefice. We have done something to ‘be prepared’ tonight as we’ve worshipped
together so that tomorrow we can go out and ‘keep doing’ the job Jesus asked us to.
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